RAPID PRIME
Quick Drying 2K Urethane Primer Surfacer

VOC 4.8
MIX 4:1
COLORS 2

- FAST SETUP AND DRY FOR MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT EFFICIENCY
- BUILDS QUICKLY, FILLS WELL, SANDS EASILY
- SANDS IN AS LITTLE AS ONE HOUR
- TINTS WITH TOPCOAT/BASECOAT COLOR
- NATIONAL RULE COMPLIANT

RAPID PRIME is a quick-drying 2-component urethane primer surfacer best suited for spot and panel repairs, small refinish jobs, or other situation where maximum throughput is required. This primer surfacer sands in as little one hour (air drying). May be blocked after two-three hours.

This primer features the same fast build, excellent filling qualities, superior sandability and color holdout provided by Kirker’s PERFECT PRIME. Can be used over DTM primers, existing finishes, body filler and even bare metal (properly prepped).

Available in Buff (UP711) and Gray (UP712) RAPID PRIME may be tinted with BLACK DIAMOND Series Low-VOC Urethane Basecoats and ULTRA-GLO Single-Stage colors to shift primer shade value closer to the topcoat color.